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ACROSS
1: the destruction of an enemy plane or ship or
tank or missile
5: either of two soft fleshy milk-secreting
glandular organs on the chest of a woman
8: the top of the head
9: the excretory opening at the end of the
alimentary canal
11: Babylonian king who codified the laws of
Sumer and Mesopotamia (died 1750 BC)
13: genus of European subshrubs or herbs
having pink or purple or yellow solitary or
clustered flowers: restharrow
14: English explorer who with Sir Richard
Burton was the first European to explore Lake
Tanganyika; he also discovered Lake Victoria
and named it (1827-1864)
17: of or at or relating to an anode
18: remove from a certain place, environment,
or mental or emotional state; transport into a
new location or state
22: a gum obtained from various tropical
plants; used as an astringent and in tanning
23: type genus of the Nepidae: typical
elongate-oval water scorpions
24: informal abbreviation of `representative'
25: make a clicking or ____ing sound
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DOWN
1: the ratio of the distance traveled (in
kilometers) to the time spent traveling (in
hours)
2: a plant hormone promoting elongation of
stems and roots
3: your general store of remembered
information
4: a hard candy with lemon flavor and a yellow
color and (usually) the shape of a lemon
5: herb of the Pacific islands grown throughout
the tropics for its edible root and in temperate
areas as an ornamental for its large glossy
leaves
6: devoid of intelligence
7: tent that is an Eskimo summer dwelling
10: the cardinal number that is the sum of five
and one
12: take back what one has said
14: a small ball at which players aim in lawn
bowling
15: very happily
16: United States singer and actress (born in
1917)
19: any of several imperial dynasties of China
ruling from 220 to 265 and from 386 to 556
20: a drug combination found in some

5

over-the-counter headache remedies (aspirin
and phenacetin and caffeine)
21: talk profusely
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